Utilities

transformation
exploiting
data‑rich assets
for sustained
utility success

Your business technologists. Powering progress

“Look at the range of technological, cultural,
commercial and legislative changes affecting
utility companies today. The scope is vast.
It ranges from power companies’ need to
manage renewables to water companies’ need
to manage epidemiology in sewage treatment.
Every instance is data-rich, and getting richer
– and it’s your ability to derive value from this
sea of new data that will ultimately safeguard
your business future.”
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Big Data for Utilities

Utilities are the
data-rich sector

In many ways, utility companies are more naturally positioned to take
advantage of the new wave of big data and analytics than any other
sector. Since the first electricity and gas meters were installed back in
the 1890’s, utility companies have been measuring and recording the
usage and commercial consumption of just about every domestic and
commercial property in the developed world.
It’s not just the meter outputs that contribute
to the utility companies’ advanced position
as the pre-eminent candidates for big data
benefit. As owners of some of the world’s
most expensive and essential infrastructure,
every pipe, wire and tube needs to be known
and logged. The status and service history
of every blade on every turbine, every
switch and every bearing matters too.

Big data does not just flow from physical assets.
The daily activities of thousands of employees
and third party contractors also feed these evergrowing volumes of rich data. And exploiting
these combined data sources now becomes
critical in the utility companies drive for:

Across your commercial, administrative and IT
departments, specialized teams are working
hard to boost profitability and customer loyalty.
It’s only relatively recently that the need to
treat customers as “people” instead of “account
numbers” has become so important. Every
utility company now strives to provide smarter
customer services – and more than ever before,
their value will be proportionate to your ability
to creatively exploit data resources.

▶▶ Ever greater operational excellence
▶▶ More enduring and rewarding relationships

with customers

Digital
transformation
For every forward-thinking utility company,
the impact of digital transformation is rapidly
moving up the business agenda. This is not
about the ongoing management of existing
business systems or even the commissioning
of new applications for discrete business
activities – essential though these are.
It is about recognizing the extent to which, in
an age in which everything leaves a digital
imprint, previously hidden connections now
take on new and transformational importance.
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Look at the changes affecting utilities and it
becomes clear that every one of these diverse
issues, trends and pressures is, in some way or
other, interconnected with every other.
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In the past, even the most advanced utility companies have been neither culturally nor technologically equipped to make these new connections.
This now changes. You are poised to turn these previously disparate flows of information into actionable intelligence – and this becomes the fuel you
need to achieve more efficient operations, smarter commercial practices, better customer relationships and more rigorous and informed compliance.
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Operational excellence and
customer relationships
The incentive to exploit any new technology must always be
underpinned by clear and identifiable business advantage. For utility
companies, Atos believes that the immediate opportunities for big data
and analytics adoption focus primarily on the pursuit of operational
excellence, on the one hand, and on building and extending the quality
of customer relationships, on the other.
Three Waves of Big Data Innovation

Atos business technology and utility process
specialists have carefully examined the big
data and analytics landscape for the utilities
sector. We see three waves of application
in the immediate, medium and longer-term
respectively. Note that even though we class
the third wave as longer-term, we are still only
talking about four to five years in the future.
These short, medium and long-term phases
are not fixed. What one utility company sees as
a longer-term objective may be an immediate
priority for another.

Generation

In terms of operational excellence, optimized asset management and fraud detection
become clear winners, while for customer relationships - consumption patterns and
segmentation lead the way.

First wave

Second Wave

In the mid-term, predictive outage management becomes not only viable but essential,
while in customer relationships, big data and analytics functions will play a critical role in
helping to imagine, craft and execute new value-added services.

Third Wave

And in the longer term – which is getting closer than ever – we look to more and more
sophisticated grid-operations analytics and their contribution to operational excellence,
while from the customer perspective we need to prepare for ever more agile personal
pricing plans, with the need to reduce churn an increasingly important priority.
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Assets & Workforce

Revenue

Customers

Technical
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Storage
as a pointer

% of respondents

Utilities’ storage requirements, 2012-2017

100%
90%

Storage is inevitably an important part of
the big data scenario – and recent growth
forecasts from Ovum for storage in the
utilities sector act as a meaningful pointer to
what we can expect. Nobody collects data
for a hobby! These significant increases in
storage capacity point directly to the fact
that data is only going to increase in value as
an asset – and only then if you can use it to
generate actionable intelligence.

Ambition, innovation and big data
Consider your own innovation roadmap. Every
single development is intrinsically data-rich. The
question we ask, quite simply, is “To what extent can
you maximize the value of these newly generated
waves of business and operational data?”
Look at how individual advances in the utility sector
are already directly impacting the actual volumes of
data under management. And then ask if the rise in
data volumes is matched by a corresponding rise in
business value and operational improvement. Are
you getting the bangs for your data bucks? For the
moment, we believe, volume outstrips value.
Where would you position yourselves right now
on this curve of data-rich utility innovation – and
where, for example, do you expect to be two
years from now?
Individually, many of these technologies and
functions are already beginning not only to pay
back on their investments, but are becoming
integral to the way you do business. For today’s
utilities, for example, job monitoring without GIS
integration is no longer an option.
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With around 30% of respondents anticipating
a 50% increase in forecast requirement of

But what stands in the way of making the data
shift from good to better – or from better to great?

Culture, organization and
currency
Success in digital transformation, and the Big Data
movement which is so central to it, is not primarily
about technology adoption and the ability to
manage exponentially growing volumes of data.
Far more important, is the need to think of culture,
organization and currency and timeliness.
Culture
Inside every organization, people naturally group
together in their specialist tribes. Utilities are no
different. Field service teams don’t have a natural
affinity with marketing and product development,
for example. Even though everybody talks about the
need for transparency, most organizations have only
just begun to break down silos and siloed mentalities.
The fresh intelligence and insight promised
by Big Data cannot begin to flourish without a
genuine cultural commitment to transparency.

Annual Rate of Data Intake

OMS - outage management system
RTU - remote terminal unit (sub-station)
AMI - Automated Metering Infrastructure
PCT - Programmable Control Thermostat
GIS - Geographical Information System
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Organization
Organizing the optimal structure and processes
for any enterprise is tough. In the utilities sector,
it is tougher than most. Strict organizational
boundaries determine the limits of responsibility
and the processes which ensure safe,
sustainable and profitable delivery of these
most essential of all resources.
We are not suggesting that our utility clients
abandon their established organizational
practices in favor of some new-age Californian
digital start-up model. We are asking you to
think about ever-increasing levels of operational
inter-dependence.
Again, new Big Data insight will appear in the
space between operational units – which until
now, has been an information black hole.
Timeliness and Currency
Finally we need to think about timeliness and
currency. Every utility company needs to be
expert in managing both real-time and archive
information. It’s complex, and it’s massively
articulated. Power stations, for example, need
to handle service and maintenance records
that extend over thirty years and more whilst
responding to real-time signals indicating any
immediate risk or anomaly.
You face similar challenges in balancing realtime and archive in your dealings with both
domestic and commercial customers.
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between 510 Tb and over 5 Pb in the Ovum
survey, the pattern is clear.
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So here too, we need to think about the impact
in Big Data initiatives. Real-time is important, but
we must not let this on-trend focus on real-time
obscure the critical importance of archive data.
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What could you reveal?
Big Data for actionable
intelligence in utilities
Just look across the breadth of activities
needed in every successful modern utilities
company – and ideas and inspiration for a
new emphasis on Big Data and Analytics
are everywhere. In both operations and in
commercial and customer management,
the quality of validated information is
already becoming a critical differentiator.
But utility companies do not operate in
isolation – and increasingly, your opportunities
are going to be closely tied to the quality
of your relationships with partners in other
sectors. It’s not just, for example, the fact that
every electric vehicle needs to be charged.
It’s that we are now getting close to the point
at which local renewable generation can be
channeled into vehicle charging, and that in
turn can be offset against grid requirements.

As a utility company, it’s going to be your ability
to exploit Big Data thinking which will put you
ahead of the competition in a market in which
commodity services are no longer enough.
Atos is eager to enable utility companies
to take Big Data and Analytics to a new
level in business – ensuring that you can
benefit from the data deluge in a way which
helps you serve your customers more
effectively, sustainably and profitably.

Long-term network
planning
evidence-based to minimize
investment and delivery risk

Outage Management
speeding communication and
effective resolution

Marketing/Behavior
Analysis
anticipating trends for focused
development

Predictive maintenance
exploiting real-time data to
minimize maintenance costs
and extend asset life
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Big data, regulation and compliance
Regulation and compliance will never be far away in Big Data discussions. If, for example, you are
looking at collaborating with partners in telecommunications, retail or automotive for initiatives in
Personal Data Economy, then questions of privacy and regulated confidentiality will dominate.
Even in more traditional governance and compliance activities, Big Data will soon come to the fore.
When, for example, inspectors require data for forensic inspection within a specified time limit – your
ability to deliver becomes critical to compliance.

Revenue Protection
minimizing fraud and bad
debt – and maximizing
wholesale values

Grid analytics
real-time production and
performance views

Personalized billing
building long-term loyalty

Workforce optimization
matching availability, skills,
location and priority – with full
and immediate status view.

Big Data for Utilities
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asset
optimization

and predictive maintenance

Atos is a long-term provider of complex asset
management programs to the nuclear industry.
We are particularly focused on how new and
emerging Big Data techniques and technologies
can help us take this to a new level.
We are now using real-time monitoring and
analysis to deliver ever more focused predictive
maintenance. The client value is clear – this
approach allows our nuclear energy clients to plan
maintenance programs according to actual status
and need. This in turn helps minimize risk and
maximize the safe and useful life of costly assets.
With this approach we are not only helping
clients to radically improve management of
asset registries and service histories. We are also
helping them establish continually updated and
extended library resources which now can be
made available for immediate use by planning,
facilities management and service teams.
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Big Data in Action
for Utilities

Atos is genuinely excited about the many immediate opportunities
our utility clients have to explore and exploit the new potential of Big
Data and Analytics. But as always, as business technologists, we know
how to balance innovation and experiment with practical and strictly
business-driven initiatives. We present four applications for Big Data in
utilities which are particularly topical with our customers right now.

revenue
protection

Across Europe, electricity companies currently
lose around €2.1 billion through fraud and
other non-technical losses. These figures are
reflected worldwide, with Latin American utility
companies losing a staggering 17% of revenues
through non-technical loss.
Atos can help you use Big Data and Analytics
to remedy this situation right now. Atos has
implemented an initial pilot program in Spain,
and is now commercializing it worldwide. The
business case is clear. A relatively modest
investment in smart analysis gives you a
weapon to attack a major source of lost
revenues head on – project costs will typically
be recovered within twelve months.
Traditionally, site visits from utility fraud
inspectors have a low positive hit rate of between
5-10%. With the Atos solution in place, this has
already climbed to 40% soon after adoption.

outage
management
The Atos Lynx solution for SCADA/DMS delivers
a complete, real-time view of network status.
You can combine Lynx with our Atos Smart
Grid Suite of Automated Meter Management
functions to gain a complete view of the low
voltage network – essential in any intelligent
outage tracking and prediction.
These systems are further enriched through
integration with external information sources
including meteorology, GIS and traffic/road
management services to ensure the most timely
and efficient deployment of your field workforce.
This in turn enables you to restore power
more quickly and cost-effectively, minimizing
inconvenience to your customers.
Every intervention, in turn, adds to system
learning so that accuracy and intelligence are
continually improved for future prediction.

personalized
tariffs and billing

Most utility companies already have the raw data
they need to offer personalized tariffs and billing
right now – you just need the mechanism to bring
it all together – and this is where Atos can help.
Not only will this allow you to maximize customer
earnings – and reward responsible behavior. It will
also become a winning contributor to long-term
client loyalty and satisfaction.
In personalized tariffs and billing activity, we also
need to look far beyond the limits of traditional
“customer account” data. All aspects of CRM
gain in importance, as do increasingly influential
social media sources – especially when crafting
propositions for specific social demographics.
As with any activity that deals with the
personal habits of your clients, security and
confidentiality remain at an absolute premium,
and here too, Atos can deliver the most robust
of security design.

One important collateral benefit also emerges in
workforce morale. By giving field service teams
immediate and accurate information, regarding
possible outages resulting from extreme
weather conditions, they gain in satisfaction and
efficiency in equal measure.

Big Data for Utilities
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Clear vision – practical
propositions

In our big data discussions with clients, revenue protection and
optimized asset management are clear priorities. In addition to these,
we continually return to the contribution that advanced analytics can
make towards achieving higher quality and more rewarding customer
relationships.
We are eager to explore these areas with
our many clients from across the utilities
sector. The focus will not be the same for
all, but whatever your own specific area of
interest, we are convinced that our breadth of
experience will bring value to these businesscritical considerations: Big Data and digital
transformation are now inseparable.
As business technologists, we have a clearly
developed understanding of what makes Big
Data and Analytics transformational for the
clients we serve. We place particular emphasis
on the importance of our deep knowledge
of the utilities sector – and have some 3,000
utilities specialists ready to contribute.
But parallel levels of expertise in sectors
including manufacturing, telecommunications
and transport are increasingly important: just
as you seek to break down the silos within
your own operations, so there is a pressing
and immediate need to develop new levels of
collaboration with partners in complementary
industries – and we are eager to help facilitate
and encourage this.
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Three trends are especially important here:
▶▶ The emerging interest in the Personal Data

Economy – and here, Atos has already begun
to facilitate new dialogue between utility and
telecommunications clients, for example.

▶▶ The Internet of Things - and here we can

point to innovations, for example, in smart
grid and smart metering and their potentially
massive impact on how people live in newly
connected homes.

▶▶ And finally, on Open Data, because this is

where our utility clients finally stand to break
the bounds of the proprietary standards
which are still the norm in so many specialist
areas of generation, distribution and indeed
commercialization. We do understand,
however, the concerns of utility companies
over the potential privacy concerns
associated with Open Data.

These trends will account for much of the
exponential rise in data volumes – but what
are the technologies and IT practices which
are going to help us turn this to practical
advantage?
▶▶ Cloud delivery – Atos is already offering

innovative cloud-based business intelligence
and analytics options. Significantly these
allow you to explore and experiment right
now without prohibitive investments in either
technology or specialist development skills.

▶▶ Rationalized operation and decision-support

– here too, Atos is ahead of the game, and it’s
these specialist capabilities which position
us so well to help you investigate those hot
areas that exist between previously siloed
functions.

▶▶ Agile infrastructures and contextual mobility

– we have been involved in extensive
datacenter rationalization and mobility
programs with utility clients. This is significant
not only in terms of immediate cost-savings,
but it the fact that it enables you to establish
a data landscape ready for innovative
modeling and analysis.

Big Data for Utilities

Platform
perspectives
As business technologists, Atos is
fully immersed in all leading Big Data
technologies. Special relationships with SAP
and Oracle, with EMC and Microsoft, mean
that we are actively involved in the Big Data
developments from leading technologists
from the start.
The recent acquisition of Bull by Atos
is also particularly pertinent here. Bull’s
specialist focus on data analytics, cloud
delivery and cyber security all add direct
value to this rapidly developing area of
Atos business with our utility clients.
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Next steps
It’s easy to over-theorize with a subject like Big
Data – it’s exciting and it fires the imagination
like few topics that have emerged in business
technology in recent years.
But Atos is essentially a company of engineers
– of people who like to make things. We
have already begun to put together Big Data
applications for our utility clients which are
ready for you to experience right now. As
always, we offer paths to exploration and
adoption which are based on easily adopted
pilot and proof-of-concept.
If you’d like to share ideas and aspirations for Big
Data – and its contribution to your own digital
transformation – we are ready for lift-off.
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About Atos
Atos SE (Societas Europaea) is an international
information technology services company with
2013 annual revenue of €8.6 billion and over
76,000 employees in 52 countries. Serving a
global client base, it delivers IT services in 3
domains, Consulting & Technology Services,
Systems Integration and Managed Services
& BPO, and transactional services through
Worldline. With its deep technology expertise
and industry knowledge, it works with
clients across the following market sectors:
Manufacturing, Retail & Services; Public sector,
Healthcare & Transports; Financial Services;
Telco, Media & Utilities.
Atos is focused on business technology that
powers progress and helps organizations
to create their firm of the future. It is the
Worldwide Information Technology Partner
for the Olympic & Paralympic Games and is
quoted on the NYSE Euronext Paris market.
Atos operates under the brands Atos, Atos
Consulting & Technology Services, Worldline
and Atos Worldgrid.
For more information, visit: atos.net.
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